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II.

Abstract-Linear classification is useful in many applications,
but training large-scale data remains an important research issue.
Recent advances in linear classification have shown that dis
tributed methods can be efficient in improving the training time.
However, for most of the existing training methods,based on MPI

PARALLEL DECOMPOSIT ION MET HOD FOR

Given a training set of instance-label pairs (Xi,Yi), i
1, . . . , t, where XiERn and YE{I, - I } , the linear SVM problem

[11] seeks the minimizer of:

or Hadoop, the communication between nodes is the bottleneck.

e

analyze a method for distributed support vector machine and
our distributed method, the local SVMs are generic and can make
use of the state-of-the-art SVM solvers. Unlike previous attempts
to parallelize SVMs the algorithm does not make assumptions
on the density of the support vectors, i.e., the efficiency of the
algorithm holds also for the "difficult" cases where the number of

toss(w; (Xi,Yi)) = max(O, 1 - YiwTXi)

is evaluated in an experimental environment. By partitioning
partitioned subsets across a cluster of computers, we reduce
the training time significantly while maintaining a high level of
accuracy in both binary and multiclass classifications.

I.

INTRODUCT ION

With the development of computer technology, the quantity
of data is in exponential growth. Data deluge has become a
salient problem to be solved. Scientists are overwhelmed with
the increasing amount of data processing needs arising from
the storm of data that is flowing through every science field,
such as bioinformatics, biomedical, web. How to take full use
of the large scale data to support decision is a big problem
encountered by scientists [I].
In the past few years, the size of data sets used to build
classifiers has greatly increased. Linear classification is useful
in many applications, but training large-scale data remains an
important research issue [2]. Existing approaches to handle
large data classification can be categorized to two types
[3]. The first approach considers online learning algorithms
[4][5][6][7]. Since data may be used only once, this type of
approaches can handle the memory issue effectively. However,
even with online setting, an implementation over a distributed
environment is still complicated. The second approach solves
problems in distributed systems by parallelizing batch training
algorithms [8][9]. However, not only writing programs on a
distributed system is difficult, but also the data cOlmnunica
tion/synchronization may cause significant overheads [10].
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(1)

where C tradeoffs the weight given to the margin between the
hyperplane W to the closest examples (the support vectors) to
it and the weight given to margin errors (example points which
do not lie respectively farther from the support vectors), and

support vectors is very high. The performance of the our method
the training dataset into smaller subsets and optimizing the
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To shorten the communication between nodes, we propose and
implement it on an iterative MapReduce framework. Through

SVM

(2)

Usually, the parallel SVM is based on the cascade SVM
model [12]. In the architecture, the sets of support vectors of
two SVMs are combined into one set and to be input a new
SVM. The process continues until only one set of vectors is
left. In this architecture a single SVM never has to deal with
the whole training set. If the filters in the first few layers
are efficient in extracting the support vectors then the largest
optimization, the one of the last layer, has to handle only a
few more vectors than the number of actual support vectors.
Therefore, the training sets of each sub-problems are much
smaller than that of the whole problem when the support
vectors are a small subset of the training vectors. However,
it lacks of theoretical proof and experiments show that it does
work very well for large scale documents classification. We
need a more practical method to solve these subS VMs.
Let SI,", Sk be subsets (not necessarily disjoint) of the
training set indices: Sj C {l, . . . , m} such that Sj -I- 0 and
Uj Sj = {l, . . . , m} where k is a fixed number representing
the number of available processors.
Now, we derive a parallel block update algorithm for the
SVM problem Eq. l, which is equivalent to:

C
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where WI =
defined by:
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as well. Let 1i be the set

E Rnk : WI =

. . .

= Wk

(4)
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Let OH(w) be the indicator function OH(w)
0
w E H and OH(W)
if w rt H, and let hj(wj)
LiESj loss(wj; (Xi,Yi)). Eq.3 is equivalent to:
=

=
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which is of the form maxg2(p) - gl(P), which from Fenchel
Deuality is equal to m inOH(w) - 12(w), where

12(w)
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The solution for

(5)

which is of the form m inG) h(Qw) - 12(w) , where Q
[I; Il,
i.e., Qw
(w,w). From Fenchel Duality [13], we have:
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where gl, g2 are convex conjugates of h, 12, respectively, and
.\ (A I,...,Ak) and p (JL1,...,JLk). Specifically,
=

=
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from which we obtain:
(16)

=

from which it follows:
k

Cw(t) + LAjt)

=

j=l

where CTH(p) is the support function of H (convex con
jugate of OH(p)). We employ a Jacobi-style block-update
approach, with a time counter (t), for maximizing the dual
vectors A j, JL j, j
I, . . . ,k, where at each step we maximize
g2(.\+ P) - gl(.\, P) with respect to A j while keeping the other

The connection between

(WI(t), ..., w(kt)) f

dual vectors fixed. The value of the dual vector

Ajt) becomes:

argmAin -� IIA + JL(t-1)1122 - h*(A)
(8 )
2C
)
which is of the form (employing FD again) maxA g2(A) gl(A) , which is equal to m inw h(w) - 12(w), where
A(t)
)

=

=

argmjnwTp(t) +

C
- - 2k IIW1122 - WTJL(jt-1)
h(w) hj(w)
from which we obtain the solution for W for the lh

JL(t)
)

Substituting

(9)
subprob

argmJn � llwll�+wTJLjt-1)+ � L loss(w; (Xi,Yi))
iESj
(10)
connection between Ajt) and wY) follows Lagrangian

The
optimality:

w)(t)
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from which we obtain the update equation for Aj:
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w(t) from Eq.17 we obtain the update formula:
(20)

1=

From Eq.lO, we have the solution to the lh update for
subSVM. So, we define Pj (d) be the solution, that is:

(21)
where d
JLjt-1) for which d 0 is the SVM separating
hyperplane Wj of the training data represented by Sj. So we
get our parallel algorithm for SVM.
Note that A j holds a separating hyperplane calculated by the
training examples of Sj and a weighted sum of all previous
=

=

separating hyperplanes. When t
1, Ay) equal to the SVM
solution over Sj, i.e., the classifier Wj of the training set Sj.
=

C p. (t-1)
(12)
k ) (JL i )
Next we consider the block update for p. The value of the
dual vector p(t) is equal to:
k k
(
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Then JLY) contains a weighted sum of all those classifiers. The
result of the weighted sum is passed onto the next iteration as
the vector d in the operator Pj (d).
We implement the PDS (Algorithm 1) on the iterative
MapReduce framework to achieve better training speed. From
the parallel SVM architecture, the pseudo program code based
on Haloop [14] is shown in Workflow.I.
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Algorithm 1 Parallel Decomposition Solver for SVM(PDS).
Input:
0) =0 and 0) =o.
1: Set >.
/-l
Output:

;

2:
3:

;

Computation environment configuration
Data partition and distribution to the computation nodes
Create partition file

Fort=1,2,. . . ,T
parallel update j E {i, . . . , k}:

>.(t)
j +--4:

Workflow 1 Implementation PDS based on Haloop.
Preparation:

_

(t-I)
/-lj

_

function
C
k

MAINCLASS

J obConf;!lconfigure the MapReduce parameters and
classnames
HaloopDriver; lito initiate the MapReduce tasks
while (condition) do
JobConf;!lreconfigure the MapReduce parameters;
HaloopDriver;11 initiate new MapReduce tasks,
Broadcast combined support vectors to each computation
node;

( (t-I
VJ /-lj ))

message passing j =1,. . . , k:

end while

III.

Support vectors to each computation node;
Get feedback results;!1 initiate new MapReduce tasks,
Broadcast combined support vectors to each computation
node;
if (condition) then
break; Ilif one SVM obtained, program finished

EXPERIMENTS

Table I highlights some key results on PDS running on
the Spiral data set for k = 2,4,10 processing nodes. For
k =10 processing nodes, for example, PDS underwent 1400
iterations where most of the work per local processor was
done during the first iteration (2040 msec) with 10-20 msec
per subsequent iteration, totaling 14630 msec spent on the
local SVMs. The integration time spent after the first iteration
is 19560 msec where most of the work goes into computing
the kernels between points assigned to the node and other
remaining points. Integration time on subsequent iterations
takes 10-20 msec due to retrieval from RAM of pre-computed
kernel computations and extensive re-use of previous samples
made by SVM-light. The total time spent on integration is
36590 msec making the overall parallel speedup stand on 4.7,
which is slightly less than the expected k/2 speedup.
The PDS profile of behavior is dramatically different for an
"easy" problem. Table II shows the same performance entries
but on a 2D training set generated by two Gaussians where
the distance between the means is ten times their variance.
The data set contains m = 20,000 points; the kernel used is
an RBF with CJ =1; C =11m and the percentage of support
vectors stands on 4%. Considering the case of k =10, we see
that the number of iterations is small (14 compared to 1400 for
the Spiral) and the overall parallel speedup stands on 3.54. The
speedup is smaller than for the difficult scenario of the Spiral
data set mainly because the SVM-light on a single processor
samples much less than m points in order to converge making
the integration cycles of PDS somewhat non-efficient.
Tables III, IV show the PDS results (using the same format
as the previous tables) of the two data sets. The MNIST
stopped when generalization error flattened on 0. 44% and
Cover-Type stopped when the dual energy flattened. Cover
Type had significantly a higher percentage of support vectors
(45%) than MNIST (5.7%) and thus achieved a higher parallel
speedup for k =10 nodes (6.36 compared to 3.45).

end if
end function
function MAPCLASS
if (the first layer SVM) then
Load data from local file system;

else
Read data broadcasted by Main class;

end if

Svm_trainO; lithe parameters of the SVM model are
transformed through jobeon!
Collector; Iisent the training result to Reduce job
through message.

end function
function REDUCECLASS
Read data transformed from Map job;
Combine support vectors of each two subSVM into one
sample set.
Collect; Ilfeedback all the trained support vectors

end function

IV.

CONCLUSION

Classical SVM model is difficult to analyze large scale
practical problems. Parallel SVM can improve the computation
speed greatly. In this paper, parallel SVM model based on iter
ative MapReduce is proposed. We derived the algorithm from
the principles of convex conjugate duality as a parallel block
update coordinate ascent. The algorithm is mostly appropriate
for computing clusters of independent nodes with independent
memory and limited communication bandwidth. Experimental
results on Kernel-SVM on synthetic and real data show an
approximate parallel speedup of k/2 when using k processing
nodes. Further study is required for evaluating the effects of
RAM size on the performance of PDS. Generally, the smaller
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PDS ON TI-IE "SPIRAL" SET OF 20,000 POINTS (80% OF TI-IE POINTS ARE SUPPORT VECTORS). (A) NUMBER OF
PROCESSORS, (B) NUMBER OF ITERATIONS T ; (C),(D) TIME IN MSEC SPENT ON THE LOCAL SVM-L1GI-IT DURING THE FIRST TWO ITERATIONS, (E)
TOTAL TIME SPENT SPENT ON LOCAL SVM-L1GHT OVER T ITERATIONS; (F),(G) TIME SPENT ON THE INTEGRATION PHASE (COMMUNICATION AND
KERNEL EVALUATIONS) DURING TI-IE FIRST TWO ITERATIONS, (H) TOTAL TIME SPENT SPENT ON INTEGRATION OVER T ITERATIONS, AND (I) THE
PARALLEL SPEED ACHIEVED (SHOULD BE COMPARED TO

Processors

k-2
k=4
k= 10
(a)

Iterations
900
1120
1400
(b)

SVM-light(t - 1)
60000
14410
2040
(c)

SVM-light(t -2)
1200
30
10
(d)

Total SVM
107440
40760
14630
(e)

k/2).

Integration(t - 1)
50000
45390
19560

(0

Integration(t -2)
20
20
10
(g)

Total Integration
71630
64220
36590
(h)

Parallel Speed-up
1.34
2.29
4.7
(i)

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PDS ON THE "GAUSSIANS " SET OF 20,000 POINTS (4% OF THE POINTS ARE SUPPORT VECTORS). THE COLUMN
DESCRIPTION FOLLOW THE SAME FORMAT AS TABLE I.

Processors

k-2
k=4
k= 10

Iterations
6
10
14

SVM-light(t - 1)
380
135
32

SVM-light(t -2)
5
2
I

Total SVM
403
150
43

Integration(t - 1)
303
317
233

Integration(t -2)
2
2
2

Total Integration
314
335
259

Parallel Speed-up
1.49
2.2
3.54

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PDS ON THE MNIST SET OF

60,000 POINTS (5.7% OF THE POINTS ARE SUPPORT VECTORS).

THE COLUMN DESCRIPTION

FOLLOW THE SAME FORMAT AS TABLE I.

Processors

k-2
k=4
k= 10

Iterations
23
70
106

SVM-light(t = 1)
192360
62215
13169

SVM-light(t =2)
8460
2376
522

Total SVM
209122
75933
18534

Integration(t = 1)
162666
160014
99730

Integration(t =2)
4980
3792
224

Total Integration
176342
186420
126918

Parallel Speed-up
1.29
1.9
3.45

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PDS ON TI-IE COVERTYPE SET OF

300,000 POINTS (45% OF THE POINTS ARE SUPPORT VECTORS).

THE COLUMN

DESCRIPTION FOLLOW THE SAME FORMAT AS TABLE I.

Processors

k=2
k=4
k= 10

Iterations
1000
2000
3000

SVM-light(t - 1)
62321803
32693808
9622014

SVM-light(t -2)
813354
535729
307999

Total SVM
71202282
42807721
16742959

the RAM size compared to the size of the data set less caching
can be done on pre-computed kernel computations which
invariably will have a detrimental effect on the performance
of PDS.
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